UMN Crookston Organizational Charts

- Chancellor’s Office
- Academic & Student Affairs
- Agriculture & Natural Resources
- Athletics, Recreation & Wellness
- Business Department
- Business Office
- Enrollment Management
- Facilities Management & Operations
- Humanities, Social Sciences & Education
- Math, Science, & Technology
- Veden Center, Outreach, & Engagement
- Student Affairs
- Student Success Center
- Technology Support Services
- University & Alumni Relations
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Business Department

Associate Professor • Unit Head
Kevin D. Thompson
12 month Tenured

Executive Office and Administrative Specialist
Jana Brekken
12 month AFSCME

Accounting Program
- Chair/Lecturer
  Kara Bowen
  9 month Tenure Track
- Associate Professor
  Ali Saeedi
  9 month Tenure Track
- Assistant Professor
  Rutherford Johnson
  9 month Tenure Track
- Adjunct Instructor
  Grace Menze
  9 month P&A
- Lecturer
  Craig Miller
  9 month P&A
- Adjunct Instructor
  Barry Stephens
  9 month P&A
- Adjunct Instructor
  Baizhou Chen

Entrepreneurship Program
- Chair/Lecturer
  Kara Bowen
  9 month Tenure Track
- Adjunct Instructor
  Lisa Sparby

Finance Program
- Associate Professor
  Oxana Wieland
  9 month Tenure Track
- Adjunct Instructor
  Ken Bulie

International Business Management Program
- Chair/Lecturer
  Kevin D. Thompson
  12 month Tenured
- Adjunct Instructor
  Sheila Hanson

Management Program
- Associate Professor
  Ken Myers
  9 month Tenured
- Adjunct Instructor
  Rachel Lundbohm
  9 month Tenure Track
- Lecturer
  Megan Kragness
  9 month P&A
- Adjunct Instructor
  Bruce Borson
- Adjunct Instructor
  Susan Borson
- Adjunct Instructor
  Bryan Christenson
- Adjunct Instructor
  James Leiman
- Adjunct Instructor
  Julie Sandman

B.S. Manufacturing & Quality Management Program
- Associate Professor
  Abdulaziz Ahmed
  9 month Tenure Track
- Adjunct Instructor
  Younis Jaradat
- Lecturer
  Jack Lesser
  9 month P&A
- Adjunct Instructor
  Patti Heisler
- Adjunct Instructor
  Christo Robberts

Marketing Program
- Lecturer
  Courtney Bergman
  9 month P&A
- Adjunct Instructor
  Eddie Walker
  9 month Tenure Track
- Adjunct Instructor
  Bryan Beamish
- Adjunct Instructor
  Bryan Christensen
- Adjunct Instructor
  Josh Lunak
- Adjunct Instructor
  Sheila Yagle
- Adjunct Instructor
  Tamara Yon

Sport and Rec Management Program
- Lecturer
  Kris Bruckerhoff
- Adjunct Instructor
  Dwayne Glaspie
- Adjunct Instructor
  Rebecca Hall
- Adjunct Instructor
  Lori Guenther
- Adjunct Instructor
  Chuck Johnson
- Adjunct Instructor
  Susan Klassen
- Adjunct Instructor
  Ross Matlack
- Adjunct (online)
  Christine Papineau
- Adjunct (online)
  Mark Schoenbaum
- Adjunct (online)
  Penny Solberg
- Adjunct (online)
  Justin Stromme
- Lecturer/Program Director
  Vicki Gustafson
  12 month P&A
- Associate Professor
  Sharon Stewart
  12 month UEA Tenured
- Adjunct (online)
  Dawn Chiabotti
- Adjunct (online)
  Shanna Eckberg
- Adjunct (online)
  Lori Guenther
- Adjunct (online)
  Chuck Johnson
- Adjunct (online)
  Susan Klassen
- Adjunct (online)
  Ross Matlack
- Adjunct (online)
  Christine Papineau
- Adjunct (online)
  Mark Schoenbaum
- Adjunct (online)
  Penny Solberg
- Adjunct (online)
  Justin Stromme

Health Management Program
- Lecturer/Program Director
  Vicki Gustafson
  12 month P&A
- Associate Professor
  Sharon Stewart
  12 month UEA Tenured
- Adjunct (online)
  Dawn Chiabotti
- Adjunct (online)
  Shanna Eckberg
- Adjunct (online)
  Lori Guenther
- Adjunct (online)
  Chuck Johnson
- Adjunct (online)
  Susan Klassen
- Adjunct (online)
  Ross Matlack
- Adjunct (online)
  Christine Papineau
- Adjunct (online)
  Mark Schoenbaum
- Adjunct (online)
  Penny Solberg
- Adjunct (online)
  Justin Stromme

Entrepreneurship Program
- Chair/Lecturer
  Kara Bowen
  9 month Tenure Track
- Adjunct Instructor
  Lisa Sparby

Marketing Program
- Lecturer
  Courtney Bergman
  9 month P&A
- Adjunct Instructor
  Eddie Walker
  9 month Tenure Track
- Adjunct Instructor
  Bryan Beamish
- Adjunct Instructor
  Bryan Christensen
- Adjunct Instructor
  Josh Lunak
- Adjunct Instructor
  Sheila Yagle
- Adjunct Instructor
  Tamara Yon

Sport and Rec Management Program
- Lecturer
  Kris Bruckerhoff
- Adjunct Instructor
  Dwayne Glaspie
- Adjunct Instructor
  Rebecca Hall
- Adjunct Instructor
  Lori Guenther
- Adjunct Instructor
  Chuck Johnson
- Adjunct Instructor
  Susan Klassen
- Adjunct Instructor
  Ross Matlack
- Adjunct Instructor
  Christine Papineau
- Adjunct (online)
  Mark Schoenbaum
- Adjunct (online)
  Penny Solberg
- Adjunct (online)
  Justin Stromme

Health Management Program
- Lecturer/Program Director
  Vicki Gustafson
  12 month P&A
- Associate Professor
  Sharon Stewart
  12 month UEA Tenured
- Adjunct (online)
  Dawn Chiabotti
- Adjunct (online)
  Shanna Eckberg
- Adjunct (online)
  Lori Guenther
- Adjunct (online)
  Chuck Johnson
- Adjunct (online)
  Susan Klassen
- Adjunct (online)
  Ross Matlack
- Adjunct (online)
  Christine Papineau
- Adjunct (online)
  Mark Schoenbaum
- Adjunct (online)
  Penny Solberg
- Adjunct (online)
  Justin Stromme

Entrepreneurship Program
- Chair/Lecturer
  Kara Bowen
  9 month Tenure Track
- Adjunct Instructor
  Lisa Sparby

Marketing Program
- Lecturer
  Courtney Bergman
  9 month P&A
- Adjunct Instructor
  Eddie Walker
  9 month Tenure Track
- Adjunct Instructor
  Bryan Beamish
- Adjunct Instructor
  Bryan Christensen
- Adjunct Instructor
  Josh Lunak
- Adjunct Instructor
  Sheila Yagle
- Adjunct Instructor
  Tamara Yon

Sport and Rec Management Program
- Lecturer
  Kris Bruckerhoff
- Adjunct Instructor
  Dwayne Glaspie
- Adjunct Instructor
  Rebecca Hall
- Adjunct Instructor
  Lori Guenther
- Adjunct Instructor
  Chuck Johnson
- Adjunct Instructor
  Susan Klassen
- Adjunct Instructor
  Ross Matlack
- Adjunct Instructor
  Christine Papineau
- Adjunct (online)
  Mark Schoenbaum
- Adjunct (online)
  Penny Solberg
- Adjunct (online)
  Justin Stromme

Health Management Program
- Lecturer/Program Director
  Vicki Gustafson
  12 month P&A
- Associate Professor
  Sharon Stewart
  12 month UEA Tenured
- Adjunct (online)
  Dawn Chiabotti
- Adjunct (online)
  Shanna Eckberg
- Adjunct (online)
  Lori Guenther
- Adjunct (online)
  Chuck Johnson
- Adjunct (online)
  Susan Klassen
- Adjunct (online)
  Ross Matlack
- Adjunct (online)
  Christine Papineau
- Adjunct (online)
  Mark Schoenbaum
- Adjunct (online)
  Penny Solberg
- Adjunct (online)
  Justin Stromme
University and Alumni Relations

Chief Development Officer | Director of University and Alumni Relations
Interim Director of Strategic Marketing and Communications
Brandy Chaffee
12 month P&A

Director of Outreach & Engagement
Michelle Christopherson
12 month P&A

Associate Development Officer
Derek Martin
12 month P&A

Donor Relations and Gift Management Specialist
Rose Ulseth
12 month AFSCME

Alumni Relations and Events Specialist
Angelika Huglen
12 month AFSCME

Web Communication and Content Manager
Amber Bailey
12 month P&A

Graphic Design and Strategic Marketing Specialist
Kelsey Engelstad
12 month P&A

Printing and Duplication Specialist
Judy Baatz
10 month Teamsters